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Abstract

Layer IV is believed to be the cortical signal amplifier, for example, of thalamic signals. A previous spiny stellate recurrent network
model of this layer is made more realistic by the addition of inhibitory basket neurons. We study the persistence and characteristics of
previously observed collective firing behavior, and investigate what additional features would need to be implemented to generate in vivo
type neuronal firing. It is shown that neuronal activity is only coarsely synchronized within the network. By applying methods of
noise-cleaning, it emerges that the firing of individual neurons is of low-dimensional hyperchaotic nature, as found in the analysis of
measured cat in vivo spike trains. In order to reproduce in vivo firing patterns, it is sufficient to have time-varying thalamic input.
Conclusions from low-dimensional hyperchaotic behavior of network-embedded neurons are drawn. We interpret observed in vivo
pattern-sharpening features of stimuli and outline possible connections to epilepsy. From our results, it follows that emergent global
behavior is likely to be the result of the interaction between comparably simple neuronal components, driven by input specificity.
 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction shape the receptive field properties of visual cortex neu-
rons [15,44].

In recurrent neuronal circuits, synaptic output is fed The neurons participating in recurrent networks can be
back as part of the input stream. Neural connectivity is divided into classes based on morphology, neurochemistry,
highly recurrent, but the reasons for this are still poorly and layer location. Interconnections between these classes
understood. In visual cortex, the major excitatory input appear to follow a canonical scheme, that is repeated
onto spiny stellate neurons in layer IV arises from neigh- throughout different cortical areas (the canonical microcir-
boring spiny stellate cells and from other cells in the same cuit [20]). It is believed that computations are carried out
layer. Only about 6% of the excitatory synapses within predominantly in such local circuits, each of which seems
layer IV are of (feed-forward) thalamic origin [2,33]. to process a defined area in sensory space [31].
Excitatory neurons are thought to use recurrent excitatory Different types of firing are observed from in vivo
feedback to amplify external network inputs [19,48]. intracellular membrane potential measurements of cortical
Model studies indicate that recurrent circuits may also neurons. Following Connors and Gutnick [16], in vivo

neuronal firing can be distinguished into regularly spiking,
fast spiking, and bursting. Most excitatory neurons are of
the regularly spiking type, some of which show an*Corresponding author. Tel.: 141-16-353-063; fax: 141-16-353-053.

E-mail address: ruedi@ini.phys.ethz.ch (R. Stoop). adaptation of the firing rate. Fast spiking cells are generally
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inhibitory neurons. They fire at almost twice the rates of cortex [5], a priori their effect cannot be predicted. We will
other neurons and virtually do not adapt. When a depolariz- show that the previously observed bursting phenomenon
ing voltage step is applied intracellularly [16,35], the large continues to persists in this setting and we will give an
pyramidal neurons in layer V typically respond with in-depth statistical analysis of the phenomenon. Moreover,
bursting discharge patterns. Under conditions of constant we will show that in vivo multiscale bursting (i.e. bursting
current injection, these neurons display bursting behavior involving more than two length scales) can reliably be
autonomously (intrinsic bursting). The fundamental mech- modelled by our recurrent network when choosing appro-
anism leading to bursting is the interplay between at least priate forms of feed-forward input currents (Fig. 1). In our
two dynamics that act on different time scales: A fast approach, we do not include corticothalamic projections. A
process for the generation of single action potentials, and a detailed discussion of the signal amplification in the
slower process that provides the switching between repeti- thalamus and of possible feed-back phenomena would be
tive spiking and quiescent phases [12,27,38,50]. Based on beyond the scope of this contribution. We, however,
specific properties of the fast and of the slow dynamics, believe that the effects of the corresponding feed-back loop
Wang and Rinzel [50] introduced a refined classification of should be within the variety of input patterns that we
bursting. considered.

As a new possibility, we found bursting in simulations
of networks of recurrently connected, intrinsically non-
bursting neurons [9]. The underlying modelling paradigm 2. Materials and methods
is an abstraction of the way spiny stellate neurons are
embedded in layer IV of neocortex. These neurons receive 2.1. Biophysically plausible network simulation
feed-forward input from the thalamus and they are densely
recurrently connected by excitatory synapses. Analogous 2.1.1. Excitatory neurons
to single-cell bursting, processes occurring on different Our biophysically plausible network simulations are
time scales are responsible for network-generated bursting. based on simplified compartmental neurons. These model
The fast time scale is given by the fast kinetics of the spike neurons were derived from a reconstructed cat spiny
generating sodium and potassium currents, the slower time stellate neuron from layer IV of striate cortex, where we
scale by the feedback excitation from recurrently con- used the algorithm of Bush and Sejnowski [13] to simplify
nected neighbors, which arrives with roughly one inter- the detailed reconstructed geometry of the cell into an
spike interval delay. This is the time it takes for a change eight-compartment version. Compartment geometries were
in the feed-forward input to modify the firing rate. varied randomly (610%), to account for the variability

An additional, much slower, negative adaptation feed- seen in biological neurons. Each cell was equipped with
back is responsible for suspending the firing activity. After somatic voltage-dependent conductances, as follows:
external input has caused the neurons in the network to
start firing, recurrent connections amplify and sustain the
firing. A voltage-dependent calcium current rises, which • Fast sodium and potassium conductances for the
increases the intracellular calcium concentration. This generation of an action potential
triggers a calcium-dependent potassium current which • An A-type potassium conductance that linearizes the
hyperpolarizes the membrane voltage and terminates the f–I curve in the perithreshold region
burst. • A high-voltage-activated calcium and a calcium-de-

When, due to intracellular diffusion and buffering, the pendent potassium conductance, for an adaptation of
calcium concentration has decayed, the cell is ready for discharge
another cycle. As the collective feedback is produced by
the sum of individual synaptic events scattered over time, The conductance models are described in Bernander et al.
irregularities emerge in the bursting. [7] and Bernander [6]; specific conductance parameters are

Our previous study [9] considered a recurrent network adopted from Ref. [6].
only of excitatory neurons. For this network, we derived a The numerical simulations were performed using the
population model that could reliably describe the occur- NEURON simulation environment [30]. The chosen pas-

2rence of bursting, but was not able to account for the sive properties were R 55000 [V cm ] and C 52 [mF/m m
2in-burst irregularities due to the individual properties of the cm ]. Taking into account the inserted active conduct-

participating neurons. Although widely observed in in vivo ances, the input resistance at resting membrane potential
measurements, many aspects of the generation and of the was 88 [MV]. Synapses were modelled by a current
functional role of bursting are still unknown. In the present injection into the somatic compartment, where the current
paper, we aim at extending the significance of our findings, function was
by considering a more realistic implementation of layer IV

tt ]12which also includes inhibitory neurons. Although inhib- t¯ ]I (t) 5 g ? E ? e synsyn dr tsynitory synapses account only for 20% of all synapses in the
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Fig. 1. Architecture of layer IV that was used in our modelling, showing recurrently connected excitatory and inhibitory neurons that receive both
feed-forward input and feed-back excitation and inhibition.

where t 5 0.5 [ms]. The driving potential was fixed to because the inhibitory neurons show only very little spike-syn

E 5 2 40 [mV], to prevent an unrealistic sub-linear frequency adaptation.dr

summation of synaptic inputs in the simplified cell model.
The synaptic peak conductances and latencies varied 2.1.3. Connectivity
according to Gaussian distributions, for the conductance The connectivity within the network was all-to-all,
with mean m 5 7 and standard deviation s 5 0.84 [nS], meaning that each cell is connected to all other cells
and for the delay with mean m 51.7 and s 50.7 [ms]. The irrespective of type. All neurons also receive direct mono-
variations of the neuron geometries account for the vari- synaptic input from LGN, which is modelled by a somatic
ability of the current–discharge relationships observed in current injection. Depending on the firing patterns to be
in vivo experiments [3]. reproduced, for all neurons, the current injected was either

constant or changed as a function of time, synchronously,
2.1.2. Inhibitory neurons or individually.

Inhibition was included by adding 20 inhibitory inter-
neurons to the network of 80 excitatory neurons. The 2.2. Quantification of complex behavior
morphology of the inhibitory neurons was obtained from a
reconstructed basket cell in an analogous way as described 2.2.1. Embedding of time series
for the excitatory neurons. As we wished to investigate the In the usual experimental approach to dynamical, pos-
influence of inhibition on the emergence of collective sibly chaotic, systems, a scalar time series x(t) of measure-
bursting, only inhibitory synapses of the GABA type ments is given. Despite the fact that the underlyingA

were included. The synaptic currents triggered by GABA dynamical equations governing the system are unknown,B

receptors have a long duration, on the order of hundreds of by defining m-dimensional vectors x 5 (x , x ? ? ?i i i2T

milliseconds, and thus are much longer than the time-scale x ) with suitable delays T and embedding dimen-i2(m21)T

of the effects of interest here [17]. Inhibitory synapses sions m, a faithful representation of the system is obtained
were placed on the somata of excitatory neurons and had a (Whitney’s embedding theorem [51] and corresponding
peak conductance of 1 [nS] [40]. In order to speed up the generalization to point processes).
simulation, synaptic conductances were modelled by a
simple exponential function. 2.2.2. Fractal dimensions

To model the currents producing the action potentials, Different variants of the fractal dimension concept have
the same ion channels as for the excitatory neurons were been suggested. In Ref. [29], a systematical approach of
used. For matters of simplicity, no calcium and calcium the different notions of dimension was achieved in terms
dependent potassium conductances were implemented, of generalized dimensions D , q 5 1,2, . . . . Among them,q
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the correlation dimension D is of particular interest, since 2.3. In vivo measurements of cat striate cortex neurons2

it is possible to implement efficient algorithms for its
evaluation. We have used this quantity to characterize the In vivo data was provided by K.A.C. Martin and J.D.
fractal properties of our network response. Allison during a series of experiments dedicated to the

study of contrast dependence of neural activity in cat
visual cortex, in continuation of work published in Ref.2.2.3. Lyapunov exponents
[4]. The detailed experimental procedures are outlined inFrom the time series, we determined the Lyapunov
Ref. [34], with the modifications according to Ref. [4]. Anexponents in two ways: by an algorithm that is directly
adult female cat was fully anesthetized with state beingbased on average separation of neighboring orbits (yield-
continuously monitored during the experiment. Eyes wereing only the largest exponent, which will be denoted by
pharmacologically stabilized, pupils dilated and contact

l ), and from a linear-approximation based algorithmsano lenses fitted; eyes were refracted and corrected by lenses to(yielding a set of true and of spurious exponents, from
focus on the display. The location of the optical disc ofwhich the spurious need to be identified and discarded
each eye was plotted on a tangent screen with a reversible[46]). Both approaches are explained in detail in Peinke et
ophtalmoscope. After termination of recordings, the catal. [37]. Together with bounds from fractal dimension, the
was injected i.v. with an overdose of sodium pentobarbitalfirst algorithm provides assistance in determining the
and perfused through heart with fixatives. For the extracel-optimal embedding dimension. In order to exclude spuri-
lular recordings, glassy pipettes, a HS-2A headstageous exponents, Lyapunov exponents also were calculated
preamplifier (Axon Instruments, CA) connected to a Ax-from time-inverted time series.
oprobe 1A amplifier were used. The membrane voltageFrom the non-spurious Lyapunov exponents, the Kap-
was filtered at 5 kHz, digitized at 10 kHz (CED 1401) andlan–Yorke dimension D [37] can be derived. ThisK–Y stored for offline analysis. Before measuring, the receptivedimension should qualitatively coincide with the fractal
field of the cell was hand-plotted on the tangent screen andinformation dimension D , and, in general, also with the1 the optimal stimulus parameters, including orientation,correlation dimension D [37].2 spatial frequency, and temporal frequency, were quali-
tatively determined using drifting sine wave gratings.

2.2.4. Noise removal Stimulus patterns were generated by a Picasso image
We used our version [32] of the projective noise synthesizer (InnisFree, Cambridgeshire, UK), controlled

cleaning technique originally suggested by Grassberger et by VS software (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge,
al. [24]. UK) via a CED 1708 interface. In total, 20 experimental

runs were performed and analyzed.

2.2.5. BDS test
From the correlation integral [25], a non-parametric

3. Resultsstatistical test for nonlinearity can be derived. The test
relies on the expected convergence of the with fractal

The simulation results we report are based upon 80dimensions associated [37] entropies and tests the null
excitatory spiny stellate and 20 inhibitory basket cells, thathypothesis that a time series x is independent and identi-t
were connected using the all-to-all network topology,cally distributed (i.i.d.) against an unspecified alternative.
where, to account for the variability of neuronal responses,The BDS test, named after Brock and co-workers [10,11],
morphology and synaptic connections were varied withinis considered as the most powerful test for distinguishing
physiologically know parameter ranges (see Section 2). Abetween stochastic and chaotic processes, where the test
detailed check, comparing micro- and macroscopic viewsworks on samples as small as 500 data points.
(see Ref. [9] for the excitatory part of the network),In our application, we use a simplified BDS test based
confirmed that the parameters we used are generic. In theon the non-normalized statistics:
simulations we observed that, despite of the presence of

(m) (m) (1) m˜ inhibitory neurons, collective bursting behavior, as shownW (N,e) 5 C (N,e) 2 C (N,e) (1)
in Fig. 2, emerges. The phenomenon persists over a large

(m) N N2
]]where C (N,e) 5 o o Q e 2 ix 2 x i is part of the physiological data compatible parameter space,s dj51 i5j11 i jN(N 2 1)

where we find that the results derived from the populationthe approximation of the correlation dimension in the
model in the purely excitatory network, remain quali-m-dimensional embedding space by means of the available
tatively unchanged (see Ref. [9] for the analysis of thedata, with Q being the Heaviside step function and x 5i

former). Concentrating on the individual neurons’ firing,x(t ), i 5 1, . . . ,N the sampled embedded data points.i (m)˜ we see that during bursting, the interspike intervals areUnder the null hypothesis (i.i.d.), W (N, e) converges
governed by each neuron’s individual current–dischargetowards a normal distribution with zero mean, whereas in

(m)˜ relationship, on top of which collective bursting behaviorthe alternative case the empirical mean of W (N, e)
is imposed by the strong excitatory couplings. This causessignificantly deviates from zero.
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chaotic nature. Only in the latter case can controlling
methods [36] be used to transfer information efficiently.
The distinction between the two cases is a nontrivial task.

For our analysis, we use the information contained in the
embeddings of excitatory / inhibitory interspike intervals.
Sequences of intervals obtained from excitatory / inhibitory
neurons of the simulated network are shown in Fig. 3Ia
and in Fig. 3IIa, respectively. In panels (b) and (c) of these
figures, embeddings of interspike intervals of particular
neurons expose characteristic aspects of the network
activity. From the data, it appears that excitatory neurons
have a noisy period-3 behavior, whereas complex, possibly
chaotic, behavior seems to emerge in the case of inhibition.
Circle-map type plots reveal that, in spite of obvious
noisiness, the behavior is quite ordered, with exception of
the lowest regions on the diagonal that characterize in-
burst spiking. A closer look at these regions reveals an
evolution resembling channel motion. Channel motion is
well known from models of intermittency [37], where for
small initial separation of data points, a strong variation of
the time the system is confined to the ‘channel’ state is
observed. While differences are small within the channel,
outside they are amplified to system size, an observation
that is corroborated in our case by the evaluation of the
averaged separation of trajectories. The channel motion
has a strong similarity to the subthreshold membrane
potential evolution. This is the deeper reason why a
description of the network activity can be given by a
population neuron [9].

In order to more specifically investigate the type of
irregularity in the response, we calculated fractal dimen-
sions, Lyapunov exponents and associated entropies from
the time series of individual excitatory / inhibitory neurons.
In the initial attempt, the fractal dimensions and Lyapunov
exponents yielded inconsistent characterizations of the
data, and there were strong discrepancies between excitat-
ory and inhibitory neurons. This obstructed a coherent
interpretation of the network response. Because the in-
dividual neuron characteristics generate deviations from
the collective behavior that are similar to noise and
because noise affects fractal dimensions far more than the
Lyapunov exponents, we applied a novel, powerful noise-
cleaning algorithm [24,32] to the data. Subsequently

Fig. 2. Collective bursting in an excitatory / inhibitory network of intrinsi-
hidden deterministic structures emerged from the noisycally non-bursting neurons. Top: spike train of a representative excitatory
attractor (see Fig. 3c). Discarding spurious Lyapunovneuron. Middle: spike train of a representative inhibitory neuron. Bottom:
exponents [37] with the help of fractal dimensions finallyinstantaneous firing rates of 32 excitatory /eight inhibitory neurons,

showing that they are all roughly synchronized (see text). Lowest: yielded a coherent picture of the network dynamics (see
cross-correlogram from two inhibitory neurons showing millisecond Section 2).
synchronization.

The final result is that the simulated system is engaged
in a four-dimensional collective dynamical behavior, for
inhibitory and for excitatory neurons alike. The behavior in
the formerly noise-blurred channel areas is now highly

the neurons to fire in a coarsely synchronized manner, with correlated and coherent. The geometric pictures (Fig. 3)
variations in the onset of bursting usually within one agree well with the characterization by Lyapunov expo-
in-burst spike interval. The question then arises whether nents and fractal dimensions. When the Lyapunov expo-
these irregularities are of stochastic or of low-dimensional nents are evaluated in embedding dimension d 5 8, weE
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Table 1
Lyapunov exponents and fractal dimensions for the interspike intervals of an inhibitory and an excitatory neuron

Inhibitory neuron Excitatory neuron

Noise cleaned
hl j, I 5 1 d (d 5 8, d 5 4) (0.4, 0.12, 0, 21) (0.5, 0.2, 0, 21)I system E system

Noise cleaned
D 3.5 3.32

Noise cleaned
D 3.4 3.7K–Y

1obtain typical values l 5 h0.4, 0.12, 0.0, 2 1.0j and bursting) . We compared our simulation results with dataINH

l 5 h0.5, 0.2, 0.0, 2 1.0j. The spurious exponents from extracellular field potential measurements of striateEXC

could safely be discarded by matching the Kaplan–Yorke cortex neurons of anesthetized cats, where 20 responses
dimensions with the fractal dimensions, which now were from 10 cells were measured (see Section 2 for details).
constant over a much larger plateau of embedding dimen- The stimulation paradigms included spontaneous activity,
sions. As a result, the Kaplan–Yorke dimensions for the random dot sequences without coherent motion, or with
inhibitory neurons D 5 3.5 and the excitatory neu- motion into the cell’s preferred direction, where theK–Y, INH

rons D 5 3.7, respectively, compared well with the lengths of the time series varied between 10 000 andK–Y, EXC

corresponding fractal correlation dimensions D 5 3.5 40 000 interspike intervals. For six responses, we found2, INH

and D 5 3.3, evaluated over the range of d 5 pronounced, nearly horizontal step-like behavior in the2, EXC E

h3,4,5,6,7j. The results show that both neuron types, as dimensional log–log plots [25,37], that are indicative of
well as the system as a whole, are in a state of hyperchaos bursting on different characteristic length-scales, where we
[37,39]. For convenience, the main results are shown in distinguished dominantly three (sometimes more) scales.
Table 1. Note that the variations of results among in- As an illustration, we show in Fig. 4a,b two spike trains
dividual neurons are smaller than the expected error of the from the same neuron corresponding to static random dot
methods [37]. and to square-wave grating stimulation, respectively, to-

In order to assess the validity of our numerical conclu- gether with the corresponding log–log plots. In the latter,
sions, it was important to control how strongly noise- the structure introduced by the different bursting length
cleaning affects the deterministic nature of the data. We scales are clearly visible. A comparison with simulated
applied a BDS test (see Section 2) to the original and to data suggests that the measured cell is not an intrinsic
the noise-cleaned data, and compared the results with a burster. Rather, it appears that the multiscale structure of
purely stochastic Gaussian having, compared with the the figures is the result of different interacting sub-popula-
original data, identical moments. The results [8] from these tions of recurrent networks. In our simulations (see Fig.
tests confirm that the observed irregularities are not of 4c,d), we were able to reproduce the experimental multis-
stochastic, but of low-dimensional deterministic nature. cale bursting by choosing realistically modified forms of
Moreover, the differences between the original and noise- the feed-forward current.
cleaned BDS distribution functions are small, with only a The vast majority of multiburst-producing neurons
minimally sharpened profile for the noise-cleaned data. yielded dimensions around the values obtained for our
This implies that noise-cleaning only marginally affected simulation. However, for exceptional data, such as shown
the statistical behavior of the original recordings. in Fig. 4a,b, the spiking behavior was of simpler type

1In vivo bursting may arise from three situations that are difficult to4. Discussion
distinguish with only single cell measurements. Bursting may originate
from intrinsically bursting cells with constant input, it may arise as the

4.1. Experimental data direct consequence of a strong oscillatory feed-forward input to the
neuron, or it may result from network bursting of the type we consider in
our paper. Although these cases could be distinguished by direct somaticExperimental observations show that in vivo bursting is
current injection [9], for our experimental data, this test could not bequite a common phenomenon, where often more than two
performed. We also have no explicit information on whether the measured

characteristic length scales are observed (5‘multiscale’ responses are from excitatory or inhibitory neurons.

Fig. 3. (I) Excitatory spiking activity: (a) Spike trains, (b) 2D-embedding of interspike intervals. (II) Inhibitory spiking: (a) spike trains, (b) 2D-embedding
of interspike intervals. Subfigure (c) show magnifications before (black) and after (red) noise cleaning. Noise cleaning uncovers the existence of a
perpendicular direction and allows a consistent evaluation of the different probabilistic and dynamical characteristics of the network behavior (see text).
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Fig. 4. Experimental and simulated multiscale bursting, represented as spike patterns and by corresponding log–log plots. (I) Experimental in vivo
recordings: (a) static random dot stimulation, (b) square-wave grating. According to activity, the measured neuron presumably was inhibitory, but this was
not morphologically verified. (II) Simulation results: (c) square-pulses of feed-forward current of same height, individually drawn from five duration
lengths (asynchronously pulsed network); (d) square-pulses of feed-forward current of same height, globally drawn from five duration lengths
(synchronously pulsed network).
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(dimension d | 2.5, Lyapunov exponents l 5 h0.8, not artificial but is based on the form of the implemented2 EXP1

0.0, 2 1.5j, l 5 h0.9j, and dimension d | 2.4, feed-forward current. In the simplest recurrent networksano1 2

l 5 h0.8,0.0, 2 2j, l 5 h0.9j, respectively). Both framework of constant thalamic current (Fig. 3), the twoEXP2 sano2

experimental files of Fig. 4 originate from the same dominant length scales correspond to the typical burst
neuron. This neuron was of particular interest to us length-scale and the interburst length-scale, respectively.
because it illustrates neuronal scale-sharpening features Additional length scales may emerge from this simple
due to the stimulus. When we change from random dot mechanism (Fig. 5b), as well as from distinct feed-forward
(Fig. 4a) to square wave (Fig. 4b) stimulation, the step-like currents (that may be generated by strongly connected
structures become more coherent and settle towards the neuron ensembles that act in parallel but are only weakly
horizontal. An analysis [47] shows that in the latter state, coupled (Fig. 5c)). The latter situation, which we associate
neurons fire in terms of well-distinguishable, stable firing with the experimental random dot stimulation paradigm,
patterns. leads to smeared time-scales. In the experimental situation

To appreciate the good correspondence between model- shown in Fig. 4b, stimulation by square-wave grating is
ling and experiments, it should be noted that the bursting used. A natural assumption is that this more specific
characteristics (emergence of scales) are highly dependent stimulation paradigm enhances coupling, which would
on the specific driving current. In Fig. 5 we show resulting explain how the previously smeared time scales become
log–log plots for different time-modulated feed-forward clearly visible. Additionally, this effect may be enhanced
driving currents. The comparison suggests that the ob- by the chaotic property of the bursting, which will promote
served coincidence between simulation and experiment is synchronization among the different neurons [45]. Finally,

Fig. 5. Characteristic log–log plots for different time-modulated driving currents. (a) Constant current (1 scale, for higher feed forward input, occasionally
2 scales). (b) Square-wave current (3 scales). (c) Five randomly chosen square waves of different length but of equal amplitude. (d) Typical profile obtained
from a sinusoidal feed-forward current.
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we note that neurons in recurrently coupled networks can networks of neurons in already present in simple forms of
be firing normally at biologically plausible, but from living systems. One simple example is the central pattern
bursting conditions different, parameter values [9]. It is generator (CPG) network of Tritonia [21–23]. That differ-
also possible that neurons contributing to a smearing of the ent architectural realizations of recurrent networks give
scales, are finally recruited by the particular stimulus (the rise to similar implementations and generate the same
square-wave grating). In this way, they may have a emergent behavior, may have a deeper significance. We
considerable influence on the formation of well-distin- propose that this significance be in the fundamental modes
guishable spiking time-scales. of living systems, as expressed by the pattern generator

paradigm. The use of temporally precise, strong collective
4.2. Collective synchronization bursting, together with sensitive dependence on initial

conditions on short-time scales, may be the result of
For our complex system, noise-cleaning was necessary constraints placed upon living systems. One basic need is

for obtaining a coherent picture. Noise is an inherent to be able to quickly react upon external signals by a
property of biological, and in particular of cortical neural significant activity. Multiscale bursting is a highly efficient
network data. Utilizing noise cleaning led to almost way of strongly activating exactly tailored, specific, re-
identical numerical characterizations of inhibitory and sponses (using a multitude of scales to generate specific
excitatory activities. The latter property can be understood firing patterns). In parallel, the chaotic property is the
as the effect of strong coupling, which is mediated by the expression of the possibility to quickly modify the re-
large number of elements in the population pool. This action. In this sense, the almost precise timing of bursts
coupling forces distinct excitatory and inhibitory responses with the option of local modification due to low-dimen-
into coupling-mediated collective behavior (reflected by sional chaotic characteristics, provides a perfect combina-
the almost identical geometrical shapes of the noise- tion of reliability and variability, which are critical require-
cleaned attractor structures, see Fig. 3c). Of all the ments for efficient control of important life functions.
consequences of the morphological and physiological To perform, more specifically, computational tasks
differences from excitatory neurons, only inhibitory firing efficiently, three properties are required: precise timing in
during excitatory interburst periods withstands this collec- the start-up of the process, the possibility of making
tivisation. Our results support previously made claims of modifications to patterns at the local level [18], and the
low dimensional firing behavior [14]. However, the lowest ability to achieve this within a sufficiently short time
dimensions that were observed in Ref. [14] were not taken window. To fulfill all of these requirements, synchronized
at the small distance limit e → 0, as required in the low-dimensional chaotic behavior is ideal, as it can be
definition of fractal dimensions, and therefore measure the modified and controlled quickly, and with ease (see, for
(macroscopic) stability of firing patterns rather than fractal example, Refs. [28,49]; higher-dimensional chaos cannot
dimensions (using their approach, we would obtain vanish- be controlled in short time). A more biological interpreta-
ing dimensions (e.g. in Fig. 4b,d)). Little qualitative tion is that each neuron has its own reliable, low-dimen-
changes emerge when we compare the behavior of the sional implementation in the network. When complex
mixed excitatory / inhibitory network with that of a purely information is passed to the brain, it seems to be broken
excitatory network. This indicates that the essence of the down to allow for a locally low-dimensional, fast process-
conclusions of the population model obtained for the ing. This hints at a well-known building principle of
excitatory model also applies in the presence of inhibition complex behavior by means of a large number of simple
[9]. Since the inhibitory and excitatory neurons are construction elements (as opposed to complex individual
synchronized to a high degree, a very efficient network processing units). It is known that by using such architec-
representation in terms of a generalized population model tures, complex behavior emerges [1]. When we want to
may be obtainable. However, this population model will be extrapolate to more global aspects of the behavior of the
unable to account for the chaotic components that we brain, additional comments are in order. The good agree-
observe in anesthetized cat in vivo data and in corre- ment between model and experimental data suggests that
sponding simulations. local networks conforming to our modelling assumptions

indeed may be at the backbone of cortical computation. At
4.3. Possible functional roles the same time, our connectivity assumptions imply that the

validity of the model will be best met in areas corre-
In our bursting network, inhibitory neurons are never sponding to the size of one cortical column. The more

silent, because they receive monosynaptic excitatory input global behavior of the brain then can be interpreted to be
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